
What is printed?

public static void main(String[] args){
  int[] list = {5, 1, 3};
  scramble(list);
  System.out.print(list[2]);
}

public static void scramble(int[] input)
{
  int temp = input[0];
  input[0] = input[input.length – 1];
  input[input.length - 1] = temp;
}



Intuitively explain to your 
grandmother what scramble() does.

public static void scramble(int[] input)
{
  int temp = input[0];
  input[0] = input[input.length – 1];
  input[input.length - 1] = temp;
}
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Reference Types 
(a.k.a “objects”)



Primitive vs. reference types

● Primitive 
types:
● The variable 
represents the 
location in 
memory at which 
an actual 
value, like the 
integer 175.

● Reference 
types:
● The variable 
represents the 
location in 
memory at which 
another memory 
address (or 
“reference”) is 
stored.



Reference types represent “objects”. An array is 
an example of an object. Other examples include 

“Scanner” and “String”.
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Creating Objects: the new keyword

• In general, we use the new operator to create an object:

numbers = new int[10];

• 2 exceptions. We create objects without using “new”:
– When we use array initializer lists 

• int[] numbers = {1, 2, 3};

– When we use string literals:

• fullName = firstName + “Frydrychowicz”
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Primitive Types In Memory

int i1, i2 = 8; // Line 1

i1 = 6; // Line 2

i2 = i1; // Line 3

i1 i2

Line 2:

i1 i2

Line 3:

i1 i2

8

6

6

8

6

Line 1:
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Reference Types in Memory

int[] a1, a2 = {2, 3, 5}; // Line 1

a1 = new int[3]; // Line 2

a2 = a1; // Line 3

a1 a2

Line 2:

-

Line 1:

Line 3:

a1

a1

a2

a2

2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1

2 3 5

2 3 5

2 3 5

0 0 0

0 0 0



a2 is an alias for a1
(they both point to the same thing)

Line 3:

a1 a2

0 1 20 1 2

2 3 50 0 0



Example of aliasing from last week

public class ArrayCopy {
  public static void main(String[] args){
    int[] numbers = {1, 2, 3};
    int[] differentNumbers = new int[3];
    differentNumbers = numbers;
    numbers[1] = 2;
    differentNumbers[1] = 3;
    System.out.println(numbers[1]);
    System.out.println(differentNumbers[1]);
  }
}

differentNumbers becomes an alias for numbers.
The array allocated on line 4 becomes garbage.



Aliasing can only happen 
with reference types!
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Another alias example

int[] a1 = {2, 3, 5};        // Line 1

int[] a2 = a1;  // Line 2

a1[0] = 7;  // Line 3

int v = a2[0];  // Line 4

Line 1:

a1

0 1 2

2 3 5
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Another alias example

int[] a1 = {2, 3, 5};        // Line 1

int[] a2 = a1;  // Line 2

a1[0] = 7;  // Line 3

int v = a2[0];  // Line 4

Line 1:

a1

0 1 2

2 3 5

Line 2:

a1

0 1 2

2 3 5 a2
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Another alias example

int[] a1 = {2, 3, 5};        // Line 1

int[] a2 = a1;  // Line 2

a1[0] = 7;  // Line 3

int v = a2[0];  // Line 4

Line 3:

a1

0 1 2

3 5 a27
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Another alias example

int[] a1 = {2, 3, 5};        // Line 1

int[] a2 = a1;  // Line 2

a1[0] = 7;  // Line 3

int v = a2[0];  // Line 4

a1

0 1 2

3 5 a27

a1

0 1 2

7 3 5 a2 v 7
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Comparing objects
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2 3 5

2 3 5

2 3 5

Comparing Objects Using ==

int[] a1 = {2, 3, 5}; // Line 1

int[] a2 = a1; // Line 2

boolean b = (a1 == a2); // Line 3

a1 a2

b true

Line 2:

a1

Line 1:

Line 3:

a1 a2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2
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Comparing Objects Using ==

int[] a1 = {2, 3, 5}; // Line 1

int[] a2 = {2, 3, 5}; // Line 2

boolean b = (a1 == a2); // Line 3

b false

2 3 5a1

Line 1: 0 1 2

2 3 5a1

Line 2: 0 1 2

2 3 5

0 1 2

a2

2 3 5a1

Line 3: 0 1 2

2 3 5

0 1 2

a2
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More on Comparing Objects

● To see check whether two objects have the same contents, 
we need to compare their contents manually
● For arrays, this can be done using a loop to verify whether all 

elements are the same

● For other kinds of objects (like Strings), we can use the equals() 
method



What is the content of a3 after 
calling method “mystery”?

public static void mystery(int[] a) {
    for (int i = 0; i < a.length - 1; i++) {
        if (a[i] < a[i + 1]) {
            a[i] = a[i + 1];
        }
    }
}

int[] a3 = {7, 2, 8, 10};
mystery(a3);



7 8 10 10
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“Null” references
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What is “null”?

● null is a special Java constant that represents 
a reference to nothing.

● null can be assigned to any variable of 
reference type



Example of 3 very different ideas

// a is not initialized yet, so it's empty
int[] a;

// b contains a reference to nothing
double[] b = null;

// c contains a reference to an array of 0s
int[] c = new int[5];
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null as a “default” value

● If you create an array of objects (for example, 
an array of Strings), the default value is null

● ...in the same way that the default values in an 
array of int are 0s

// creates an array that contains 5
// null values
String[] list = new String[5];
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Summary of default values

Type Default value
false

byte 0

char

short 0

int 0

long 0L

float 0.0f

double 0.0

Object null

Array based on Array type

boolean

first character in 
the Unicode 
character set
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Accessing null references can cause run-time 
errors.
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NullPointerDemo.java

public class NullPointerDemo {
  public static void main(String[] args) {
    int[] a = null;
 
    System.out.println("Attempting to retrieve the " +
      "element stored at index 0 of an array through a " +
      "null reference variable...");
    System.out.println("The value stored at index 0 of " + 
      "this array is: " + a[0]);
  }
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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The program's output

Attempting to retrieve the element stored at index 0 of an array
through a null reference variable...
Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NullPointerException
  at NullPointerDemo.main(NullPointerDemo.java:8)
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Introduction to object-oriented 
programming
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public class BatteryCheck {

  public static int isAtPowerStation(...){
  //blah blah
  }

}

What's a Java “class” again?



So far, we have seen two kinds of classes.

1) A class that contains a _______ 
method. This kind of class serves as the 
starting point of a _________.

2) A library class. This kind of class is just 
a collection of many _________.

Fill in the blanks
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So far, we have seen two kinds of classes.

1) A class that contains a main() method. This 
kind of class serves as the starting point of a 
program.

2) A library class. This kind of class is just a 
collection of many methods.

Fill in the blanks



3rd kind of class: 
a class that describes a type of object



A class can be used like a 
“blueprint” for a category of “objects”
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What does it mean to organize a 
program in terms of objects?

Example: 
a chess-game 
program
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Objects are just a way of organizing 
information in your program
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Examples of objects 
in a chess game

The pieces

The board
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Example object: a chess piece

What can you do with 
a chess piece?
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Example object: a chess piece

What can you do with a 
chess piece?

✔ You can move it

✔ You can check where 
it is on the board (i.e. 
get its location)
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Code for a “blueprint” of a chess piece

public class ChessPiece{

  public ChessPiece(int team){
           //some code for creating a 
           //an actual chess piece in memory
           //from the ChessPiece blueprint }
  
  public void makeMove(int xcoord, int ycoord){
           //some code here for changing
           //this chess piece's location }

  public int getLocation(){
           //some code here
           //that returns this chess piece's }

}
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About the previous example

● public ChessPiece(int team) is the header of a 
special method called a constructor

● no return type!

● No static keyword in the method headers!
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Code for a “blueprint” of a chess piece

public class ChessPiece{

  public ChessPiece(int team){
           //some code for creating a 
           //an actual chess piece in memory
           //from the ChessPiece blueprint }
  
  public void makeMove(int xcoord, int ycoord){
           //some code here for changing
           //this chess piece's location }

  public int getLocation(){
           //some code here
           //that returns this chess piece's }

}
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special keyword: this 

● “this” is a special keyword in Java

● “this” is used to emphasize that a “blueprint” class can use 
self-reference to describe object behaviour

● Example: if I want to define “Human” as a Java class, part of 
my definition might be that every Human can say its own name.

       //inside the Human class
       public void sayName(){

  // code for saying this Human's name
}
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Example object: a chess piece

What attributes or properties 
does a chess piece have?
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Example object: a chess piece

What attributes properties 
does a chess piece have?

✔ It belongs to a player (black 
or white)
✔ It has a type (knight, pawn, 
king, rook, etc)
✔ It has a location on the 
board
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Code for a blueprint of a chess piece (continued)

public class ChessPiece{

  String player = “black”;
  String type = “knight”;
  int xcoordinate = 3;
  int ycoordinate = 4;

  public void makeMove(int xcoord, int ycoord){
           //some code here
  }
  public int getLocation(){
           //some code here
  }
}



Exercise: how would you represent a 
chess board as a Java object?

What can we do with 
a chess board?

What attributes does 
a chess board have?
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Another example object: String

Attributes:
● the content of the 
String (an array of 
characters)

Actions: 
● charAt()
● length()
● equals()
● toLowerCase()
● ...
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Another example object: any array

Attributes:
● The array length
● The content of the 
array

Actions: 
● Get content of 
cell at index i 
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Object-Oriented Programming

● The idea behind object-oriented programming 
is to organize our programs as a series of 
objects which interact with each other by 
requesting that they perform certain behaviors

● Learning how to use classes and objects will 
enable us to better manage the complexity of 
large programs, and therefore write larger, 
more interesting programs
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Part 1: Basic Concepts of 
Object-Oriented Programming
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Classes: Categories of Objects

• Each category of objects represented by a 
different Java class

● It specifies what objects that belong to that category 
"look" like, and how they "behave”
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Objects have “Attributes”

• The class defines attributes that all objects that 
belong to this class will have

● However, the value of each attribute is independent 
from one object to the next, even if both objects 
belong to the same class
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Objects: Behavior

● All objects that belong to a class have the general 
behaviors specified by the methods defined in that 
class

● The exact behavior of an object when a given 
method is invoked on it may depend on the state of 
that object's attributes

● Example: if a particular chess piece is in a 
location surrounded by other pieces, making a 
move may be impossible
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Objects: Instances of Classes

• My dad's car is an instance of the 
blueprint for that type of car

• An object is an instance of a class
● Thus, it is an entity which belongs to the category 

defined by a class, and which looks and behaves 
according to the definition of that class



Code for a category of objects 
public class ChessPiece{

  String player = “black”;
  String type = “knight”;
  int xcoordinate = 3;
  int ycoordinate = 4;

  public ChessPiece(String team, String kind){ 
    this.player = team;
    this.type = kind;  
  }
  public void makeMove(int xcoord, int ycoord){
           //some code here
  }
  public int getLocation(){
           //some code here
  }
}



(In many cases, the “this” keyword is optional, 
but it is good style to always use it.) 

public class ChessPiece{

  String player = “black”;
  String type = “knight”;
  int xcoordinate = 3;
  int ycoordinate = 4;

  public ChessPiece(String team, String kind){ 
    player = team;
    type = kind;  
  }
  public void makeMove(int xcoord, int ycoord){
           //some code here
  }
  public int getLocation(){
           //some code here
  }
}
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Physical World Analogy (1)

• Every human being has a name, a gender, a 
date of birth, a height, a weight, eye / hair / 
skin colors, ...

● Therefore, all of these could be attributes defined in 
our Human class

● Also, every human being can walk, talk, eat, 
and sleep, so these could be the behaviors 
defined in our Human class, represented as 
methods
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Objects and Abstraction

• An object is abstract in that we don't really have to 
think about its internal details in order to use it

• This enables us to write complex software without 
having to know how parts of it actually work
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Part 2: Creating and Using 
Objects
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public class Circle {

  public double radius;
  private String colour = “Red”;

  public Circle(double r){
    radius = r;
  }

  public double getArea() {
    return radius * radius 
            * Math.PI;
  }

  public void setColour(String c){
    colour = c;
  }
}
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class Circle {

  double radius;
  String colour = “Red”;

  Circle(double r){
    radius = r;
  }

  double getArea() {
    return radius * radius 
            * Math.PI;
  }

  void setColour(String c){
    colour = c;
  }
}

instance 
variables

A constructor

instance 
methods

Important note: the
“public” and 
“private” reserved 
words from 
previous slide are 
omitted for brevity!
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A class that describes an object has:

● Some instance methods: they define what the object 
can do
● An instance method is the opposite of a static method
● Will explain the relationship between instance and static 

next week

● Some instance variables (a.k.a fields): they define 
object state (what properties can the object have?)

● A constructor: a special kind of method for creating 
an class instance (a.k.a. an object)
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How do you create a Circle object?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args) 
  {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:

  }
}
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How do you create a Circle object?
public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);

  }
}
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“Instance” versus “Class”

● “sun” is an instance of the “Circle” class

● In other words: 
● “sun” is an object of type “Circle”
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How do you print the area of “sun”?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);

  }
}
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How do you print the area of “sun”?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);
    System.out.println(sun.getArea());

  }
}
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How do you print the radius of “sun”?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);
    System.out.println(sun.getArea());

  }
}
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How do you print the radius of “sun”?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    // add code here:
    sun = new Circle(7.2);
    System.out.println(sun.getArea());
    System.out.println(sun.radius);

  }
}
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The . Operator

• Java uses the period as membership designation

• For example:

sun.getArea();

The . operator

• In the above example, the . indicates that we want to invoke 
the getArea() method on the object whose address is stored 
in variable sun

• In general, the . operator is used to indicate that we want to 
access a member (either a behavior or an attribute) of an 
object or class
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Can't invoke private instance variables 
from another class

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    sun = new Circle(7.2);

 //compiler error because colour is private
    System.out.println(sun.colour);

  }
}



What does this look like in memory?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun;
    Circle moon;
    sun = new Circle(7.2);
    moon = new Circle(5);
  }
}



What is printed?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun = new Circle(7.2);
    makeBlue(sun);
    System.out.println(sun.colour);
    
  }
 
  public static void makeBlue(Circle x){
    x.setColour("Blue");
  }
 
}



Blue



What is printed?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle sun = new Circle(7.2);
    makeBlue2(sun);
    System.out.println(sun.colour);
    
  }
 
  public static void makeBlue2(Circle x){
    Circle y = new Circle(5);
    y.setColour("Blue");
    x = y;
  }
 
}



Red



What is printed?

public class MyAwesomeClass{

  public static void main(String [] args)   {
    Circle[] list = new Circle[5];
    System.out.println(list[2]);
    
  }
 

 
}



null
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